University Curriculum Committee, March 12, 2018

In Attendance:

New Business:
Academic Affairs: Definition of Delivery Methods—have gone through academic affairs and faculty for questions and clarity.

Graduate Regulation: Grade Replacement for Graduation—allows a student to replace a single grade a single time (D or F) in the program they are studying—vote resulted in all but one yes.

College of Arts and Letters:
Department of Art + Design
--these classes reduce the need for Special Topics, increase courses toward a pending Animation Concentration, and allow a graphic design specific capstone sequence of classes.
--approved unanimously


--Course revision with added prerequisite and new description—ART 4190—Photography III—approved unanimously.

--Course Delete—ART 4060—Painting, Watercolor II—approved unanimously

Department of Communication
--Course deletions of duplicate courses from special topics (with letters) to regular courses.
--Unanimous yes vote.

Department of Languages and Literature:
--New Classics courses—CLAS 3330—The Odyssey in Western Literature, CLAS 3530—Race and Ethnicity in the Ancient Greco-Roman World, CLAS 4100—The Ancient Greco-Roman City—have been taught before as special topics, moving to regular numbers for the bulletin. They are common courses taught at other universities.
--Friendly amendment to change prerequisites to ENGL 2330.
--unanimous yes vote.
--Course revision for Greek and Roman Religion (CLAS 3410)—reclassifying from Greek or Latin courses and combined into one—unanimous yes.

--Number change for GREK 4900—Independent Study in Greek and LATN 4900—Independent Study in Latin—instead of multiple numbers, one number that can be repeated.

--Classics, Greek, and Latin course deletion—mostly housekeeping that reflects the changes to independent study.
  --CLAS 3430—Roman Religion, GREK 3310—Greek Myths, GREK 3410—Greek Religion, GREK 4120—Independent Study in Greek, LATN 3410—Roman Religion, LATN 4120—Independent Study in Latin
  --unanimous yes vote.

**Department of Music:**

--Seven course deletion—reason is they have duplicate titles—unanimous yes.

**College of Behavioral and Health Science:**

**Department of Criminal Justice:**

--Program Modification BS Criminal Justice and Criminal Justice Minor—formerly a homeland security concentration, but these changes will create a generalist program of study, and a minor will not be required. Homeland Security does not go away, but adding more classes to create an academic base for the major and minor that includes criminology and research methodology. More flexibility in the study that includes internships and legal study. Minor will allow intro courses by all remaining classes are flexible. – unanimous yes vote.

**Department of Political Science and Public Management**

--Two courses to be deleted, they have not been taught in years, and will not be taught in the foreseeable years—unanimous yes.
  --PM 5200—Political Theories of Social Choice and PM 5300—Theory of Bureaucratic and Administrative Organization

**College of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics**

**Department of Agriculture**

--Two new courses—Soil and Water Conservation and accompanying Lab at graduate level—makes for second graduate level course. –unanimous yes
  --AGRI 5220—Soil and Water Conservation and AGRI 5521—Soil and Water Conservation Lab

**Department of Biology**

--Program revision to BS Biology—Precalculus (MATH 1730) being added to the required coursework. Students can permit out of it if their math scores are high enough. –unanimous yes.
Department of Computer Science and Information Technology
--New Course—CSCI—Automata Theory and Formal Languages—was scheduled to be removed from bulletin, but being taught this semester. Should never have been removed, voting to put it back in.—unanimous yes.

--Four courses to be deleted—housekeeping, duplicate courses formerly taught as special topics to be removed from bulletin.—unanimous yes.
   --CSCI 490A—Special Problems in Computer Science, CSCI 490B—Special Problems in Computer Science, CSCI 4920—Topics in Computer Science, and CSCI 4930—Topics in Computer Science.

Department of Geosciences
--Course revision, number change—GEOG 1015—Physical Geography, GEOG 1035—World Regional Geography 1, and GEOG 1045—World Regional Geography 2, as part of the Transfer Pathway—one no vote, all others yes.

GEOG 3150—Geographic Information Systems 1—reducing the prerequisite from Math 1730 to MATH 1330.—unanimous yes

Department of Mathematics
--New Course—MATH 5001—Structure of Mathematical Systems—previously required 2 semesters in preparation for comprehensive exams, but now would be one semester in preparation for graduate exams—unanimous yes.